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Top Sales World was launched in 2008, when we amalgamated four resource locations: Top Sales Experts, Top
Sales Management, Top Sales Awards and Top Sales Articles.

TSW is a unique location dedicated exclusively to the profession of sales and our primary objective, from day
one, has been to redefine the parameters governing sales team performance. 

Our contributors have been carefully chosen and each one of them brings a unique element of expertise and
experience in specific sales disciplines, which allows us to provide our visitors with a constant supply of  “best
ofbreed” resources, which are refreshed daily.

In effect, TSW is the world’s first online “sales hypermarket,” and the shelves are stacked with every conceivable
resource frontline sales professionals and their managers could possibly need.

We also publish the hugely popular Top Sales Magazine every month, which now has a circulation in excess of
290k, as well as a weekly newsletter, “Around Top Sales World in 7 Days”.

The new VIP Area houses the TSW Library  the largest repository of sales information available anywhere in the
world.

We are passionate about all things sales and our ambition to make a telling contribution within the sales space
remains as strong as ever.

This prospectus outlines the current opportunities to partner, publicize, promote and advertise with Top Sales
World. 
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Twitter Campaigns
Every day, we send a note out to the extended “TSW Family” inviting them to retweet the 5
posts/articles/events/promotions etc. that we have selected to publicize that day. They then visit our exclusive
page and lend their support. You will notice that we also have LinkedIn share buttons on this page too. The
combined Twitter followers of this group is 4.7m, which gives us enormous reach.

LinkedIn Campaigns
Although the TSW LinkedIn group is relatively small (2.5k) we also send out monthly notes to my personal
followers (40k) and we are generally very active on the site.

Weekly Newsletter
We publish a weekly newsletter, “Around Top Sales World in 7 Days”, which goes out on Friday to our full
subscriber list. This one page newssheet allows our readers to catch up with everything that has happened on
the “World” in the past 7 days. Here is a link to a sample.

Top Sales Magazine
Our monthly online magazine now has more than 290k subscribers, which makes it the most popular sales
related magazine available. We only publish original articles from the world’s leading sales experts and
commentators, combined with interviews, features and latest news. Please download a sample copy here.

Dedicated MailOut
We can send out a dedicated mailer to our full list on your behalf, which is in the form of a personalized message
from me. Open rates are typically around 2528%, which is above the industry average. We ask that you provide
the text – up to 450 words – and we take care of the graphics and promotion.

What’s on Offer?
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http://topsalesworld.com/contributors-area/
http://topsalesworld.com/contributors-area/
http://topsalesworld.com/wp-content/uploads/2016/11/Nov04_2016_01.pdf
http://topsalesworld.com/magazine/2016/september-issue/


Webinar Hosting/Management/Promotion
Whether you are seeking help to promote your own webinar or need a host, or even have us take care of the
whole event, so that you simply carry out the presentation, we can help. Please watch/listen to this recent
webinar that we hosted for Journey Sales.

Top Sales Academy 
Every year we select a Faculty to deliver 30 free online coaching sessions, which we stage in two phases –
March to May and September to November. Each 45 minute presentation is pre recorded so that our subscribers
can download them to listen/view at their convenience. Some of this year’s modules have been downloaded
more than 10000 times! We have also created an area they can visit to catch up with past sessions. 

Full Campaign
Have a book launch coming up? A new product/solution to tell the sales space about? Something significant that
needs maximum publicity and promotion? Our full package is for you. It includes:

l     Front cover promotion in Top Sales Magazine.
l     Written interview.
l     Audio interview.
l     Twitter campaign.
l     LinkedIn campaign.
l     Promotion on TSW home page.
l     Dedicated mailer out to our full list.
l     Newsletter headlines

What’s on Offer?
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https://s3.amazonaws.com/TopSales/recordings/2016/Account-Based-Selling-Journey-Sales.mp4


We are confident that we have created a range of opportunities for the 2017 “season” to suit all budgets and
companies of every size.

This is a unique and exciting opportunity to showcase your solutions/services in front of a wholly relevant
audience – all for a comparatively low outlay.

Please email me directly – jf@topsalesworld.com   to discuss your specific requirements.

Jonathan Farrington
CEO
TopSalesWorld.com
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